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INTRODUCTION

The era of the International Space Station (ISS) has finally arrived, providing researchers

on Earth a unique opportunity to study long-term effects of weightlessness and the space

environment on structures, materials and living systems. Many of the physical, biological and

material science experiments panned for ISS will require significant input and expertise from

astronauts who must conduct the research, follow complicated assay procedures and collect data

and samples in space. Containment is essential for much of this work, both to protect astronauts

from potentially harmful biolog cal, chemical or material elements in the experiments as well as

to protect the experiments from contamination by air-born particles in the Space Station

environment. When astronauts _nust open the hardware containing such experiments, glovebox

facilities provide the necessary barrier between astronaut and experiment.

On Earth, astronauts are taced with the demanding task of preparing for the many

glovebox experiments they will perform in space. Only a short time can be devoted to training

for each experimental task and gl,r_,ebox research only accounts for a small portion of overal]

training and mission objectives or any particular [SS mission. The quality of the research also

must remain very high, requiring '_ery detailed experience and knowledge of instrumentation,



anatomyandspecificscienific objectivesfor thosewho will conductthe research. Furthermore,

for astronauts to be successful space-based scientists they must remain highly proficient in a

wide variety of specific research tasks. However, due to scheduling constraints, they can receive

only limited Earth-based training with real glovebox mock-ups and real experimental specimens.

Finally, this Earth-based training may occur months prior to the mission and astronauts can never

fillly practice these procedures under tlle microgravity conditions they will face in ,_pacc. These

challenges place very high requirements on astronaut crews and the support teams who must

train the astronauts quickly a;ld accurately with very little room for error.

This unique set of needs faced by NASA has stemmed the development of a new

computer simulation tool, the Virtual Glovebox (VGX), which is designed to provide astronaut

crews and support personnel _,ith a means to quickly and accurately prepare and train for

glovebox experiments in space. The VGX is a semi-immersive virtual environment with

computer software simulation, useful for engineering development, experiment planning and

advanced glovebox training aclivities. The system integrates consumer software and hardware

with custom real-time simulati(,n technologies to provide a realistic 3-D virtual environment

mimicking a real glovebox environment. With the VGX, gravity can be turned off, allowing

astronauts to perform experimer_ts in a simulated microgravity environment while still on Earth.

The VGX does not eliminate the need for Space Station G/ovebox training and experiment

planning using physical mock_ut, s and live specimens. Instead, it can streamline these processes,

reduce the need for full-scale training sessions with live animals and provide astronauts with a

means to keep their skills sharp on Earth and on the Space Station, thereby maximizing the

efficiency and success of ground-breaking biological experiments in space. With additional

development, the VGX software simulation may be ported to small, affordable PC-based
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computersystemsto bring trainingopportunitiesto astronautsratherthanrequiringastronautsto

go to trainingopportunities This smallerversionof theVGX couldalsobemaderobustenough

to be takenaboardtheSpace Station, giving astronauts a final chance to practice complex

experiments just before per/orming the actual procedures in space.

BACKGROUND

The use of the glove_ox as an isolation system for space-based research is not new.

Gloveboxes of various sizes and capabilities have flown as payloads on a number of Shuttle

science missions. The General Purpose Work Station (GPWS) is an example of one of tile larger

glovebox systems used by astronauts aboard the Shuttle (Figure l-a). This glovebox system last

flew in the Spaclab science m()dule aboard the Shuttle Columbia on its 25 'h flight, April 17 to

May 3, 1998. During this flight, the " ,,
Neurolab mission, astronauts performed numerous

experiments to further underst_nd space adaptation syndrome (space sickness), neurophysiology

in space, balance organs and the development/response of the nervous system in small fish and

invertebrates in microgravity. Many of these experiments required one or two astronauts

working in the GPWS to open s m_ple containers, process biological specimens and collect

scientific data. Today, the Destiny Lab module of the International Space Station houses one of

the most sophisticated glovebox facilities yet to fly in space. The Microgravity Sciences

Glovebox (MSG) is currently being used for a series of materials science, micro-physics and bio-

processing experiments (Figure 1-b). The MSG has an enclosed volume of 255 liters and a floor

space about 80 cm wide by 60 cn deep [1J.

For tasks requiring a large- work volume, the Life Sciences Glovebox Facility (LSG) will

be used. When delivered to the Sl_ace Station several years fi-om now, the LSG will be the



largest,mostcomplexgloveboxsystemeverin space.Gloveportson two sideslet up to two

astronautsworksimultaneo_,.slyin theLSG which has a contaimnent volume of nearly half a

cubic meter and a floor spac _ about 100 cm wide and 60 cm deep i2]. When extended from Ihe

Space Station rack in its dep oyed position, as shown ill Figure 2, the LSG will provide the crew

with a pull-out workbench fcr performing biology experiments in space. It is equipped with

holding racks and an air-lock attactlment for contained specimen transfer. A s,ite of experiment-

unique equipment and supplies have been developed that take into account the microgravity

environment in space and the unique constraints imposed on the astronauts both from

environmental restrictions ant through the glovebox interface. Astronauts who must perform

LSG experiments in space are faced widl achieving a very high level of proficiency on a suite of

complex hardware with very little time to train. In addition, the inherent complexity of biology

research increases the need for highly skilled and experienced operators. With that, the need for

high-fidelity computer-based training using the Virtual Glovebox becomes the best means to

augment current training activities and streamline the process for both astronauts and support

teams.

Today, astronauts prepare for life science experiments through a series of training videos,

visits with scientists and practice experiments using Earth-based mock-ups and real biological

specimens. The opportunities for these full-scale mock experiments are rare and, due to the

heavy work loads astronauts face when preparing for their missions, it may be weeks or months

between their last practice experi nent and the actual procedure performed in space. Developing

crew training requirements for specific payloads is a significant challenge, and making training

efficient is essential to provide focus on safety and research objectives. Technologies like the
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VGX will build on thecurrenttrainingschedulesof astronautsandpromiseto reducerequired

trainingtimeandthenumb{:rof live specimens required for preparatory experiments [-3].

VIRTUAL GLOVEBOX r., ,
,J'_ S FEM DESCRIPTION

Tile VGX is a state-cf-the-art virtual environment technology which sets new standards

for speed, resolution and des<top user-interface immersion. Unlike any commercial product ,-,,

research prototype before it, he VGX is designed to combine real-time graphics, haptics and

tracking in an immersive pho:o-realistic desktop environment which can provide a user with

unparalleled realism for their virtual tasks. The VGX hardware and software were assembled

specifically for engineering &velopment, experimental design and astronaut training for the

Space Station Life Sciences Glovebox Facility. Nevertheless, its versatility allows for adaptation

to other virtual environment si nulations and training that are performed in a desktop-sized

volume.

A unique Stereoscopic J)isplay Station is used to provide an inunersive virtual

environment for the VGX simulation software [4]. The initial configuration of the system

utilized two high-end CRT proj,_'ctors with circular polarization options to provide high

resolution images in stereo at frame rates of at ]east 60 Hz per eye (Figure 3). These projectors

have since been replaced with smaller, brighter LCD projectors that produce a comparable pixe]

resolution and increased sharpness over the CRT projectors. The current image resohltion is

1280 pixe]s wide by 1024 pixels high projected onto a screen 100 cm wide and 80 cm in height

for an effective dot size of 1.28 pxe]s per millimeter. To minimize the space required for

projection, the throw distance from projector to screen is short (about 2 meters) and reflects off a

mirror mounted above the workspace. Tile image projected into the VGX falls oll a flat screen



which isabovetheuser'sarms. Theuserl°°ksd°wn into tile Display Station, onto the front-

projected screen (Figure 4). With the use of light-weight circularly polarized stereo glasses, a 3-

D virtual environment 100 cn wide, 75 cm deep and 60 cm in height is created for user

interaction. This internal wcrking space of lhe Stereoscopic Display Station is almost identical

to the space inside the LSG v,hich will fly aboard the International Space Station.

On the desktop inside the VGX, a scientist, astronaut or technician can intcract with

virtual objects through a pair ?f Cybergloves® (Immersion Inc.) that are tracked in the

computerized virtual environi rant using magnetic trackers (Ascension Technology Inc.). The

operator inserts his/her hands _hrough the front arm holes of the box and into the gloves. A

virtual representation of the user's hands are shown on the viewing screen in the box and are

overlaid with the real position _f the user's hands. Two Desktop PhantomTM force feedback

devices (SensAble Technologi<,.s Inc.) provide a three-degree-of-freedom haptic interface to the

user. Virtual tools in the environment that require force feedback for their proper use (e. g.

cutting, poking, pinching tools) are overlaid with the Phantom device and can be picked tip by

the user. The VGX allows for _ single operator working through the front physical interface;

however, future hardware and s,_ftware developments will allow for additional users to enter via

network connections to work sirmltaneously with the first operator or to observe and advise.

Custom software, incorp_rating elements of modeling, simulation and training into an

intuitive virtual environment use interface, is being developed for VGX experiment simulation.

As the design and development of the LSG Facility is completed, accurate 3-D models of the

LSG and associated equipment must be incorporated into the simulation system. A number of

models have been built with Comouter Aided Design (CAD) tools and reflect the most current

state of the LSG design (Figure 5). As adjustments are made to the LSG hardware, the 3-D
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modelsfor theVGX canalsobemodified.A secondimportantcomponentof the VGX software,

its simulation engine, borro'vs heavily from physically-based modeling tools and medical

simulation tools [5]. The thrd component of the VGX software will also borrow from medical

training tools, but it must ha lea customized interface specific to astronaut training needs.

Astronauts and space operations technicians must be able to move equipment and supplies in and

out of the VGX easily. They must be able to start and stop pre-set simulations qniekly and also

provide feedback for perforn_ance evaluation and continued software development. Finally, the

user interface for the VGX m_st be intuitive or it will not be useful as a realistic training tool.

The current interface, using o T-the-shelf virtual reality tracking and force-feedback systems has

cumbersome elements such as wired gloves, tethered magnetic trackers and armatures inside the

workspace. Further research _eill help reduce the need for encumbered interface devices and

increase the value of the VGX as a virtual environment training tool.

VIRTUAL GLOVEBOX APPLICATIONS

The Virtual Glovebox was desi_,ned and developed for three main applications: engineering

evaluation of operational efficiencies for glovebox equipment, experimental design for on-orbit

biological research and simulati m for training astronauts to perform biological experiments in

space.

Evaluation_of Operational Effici____encie___s

The Life Sciences Glovel>ox Facility is a complex containment system and environment

for scientific experiments that reciuire biological specimens and/or hazardons materials aboard

the Space Station. Engineers must build experiment-specific equipment and supplies for each
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researchtask. This mayimolve modificationof off-the-shelfhardware(microscopesfor

example)or thecreationof ,:ompletelynewsysternssuchastheMassMeasuringDevice whose

counterpartonEarth,thescale,cannotworkin themicrogravityof space.In everycase,this

newequipmentmustproperlyinterfacewith theLSG. Also, theequipmentandtoolscannot

interferewitheachotherandtheymustbeeasilyaccessibleduringexperimentswhentheyare

required. The Virtual Glovebox allows engineers a means to place tools and eqnipmont in the

LSG, try a variety of positioz:s, orientations and attachment points for the equipment and even

test a number of prototype defigns without actually having to build or manipulate the physical

hardware. Many virtual tools and LSG equipment are already available for the VGX (Figure 6).

The ability to add/remove and arrange LSG equipment and tools in a virtual environment will

allow for fast and easy assessr;lent of optimal equipment configurations and use of the limited

space within the LSG.

Experimental Design for On-Qrbit__ Research

The VGX provides a pc wer(ul experimental design and optimization tool for d)e LSG.

the VGX environment, an operations technician can quickly organize or rearrange virtual

supplies, biological specimens _r experiment equipment and test a variety of experimental

procedures. Gravity can be tun:ed off in the VGX, allowing a designer to optimize the

experimental procedure for the zaicrogravity conditions astronauts will face in space rather than

designing for the nominal 1-g er.vironment on Earth. Thus, efficient experimental protocols can

be quickly developed and tested by operations technicians without the need for real equipment

mock-ups or biological specimers. This will shorten the experimental design process and

produce better procedures for res _arch in space.
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Simulation and Training Sot_Experiments in Space

The over-arching de ;ign goal of the VGX is to provide a realistic virtual environment

simulation system to train astronauts for ground-breaking biological research in space. The user

interface employs state-of-the-art graphics, haptics and tracking devices to provide an

unparalleled level of realism to a user working in the virtual environment. An astronaut who has

seen tile LSG and has performed related biological experiments on Earth (a skilled user) will be

able to approach the VGX, put on tracking gloves and 3-D glasses and then reach into the box to

interact with the virtual envir, mment in much the same way that he or she would do in a real

LSG mock-up. The astronaut will still require minimal training in the proper use of the virtual

reality display and equipment however, future improvements in tile user interface may eliminate

the need for cumbersome magnetic tracking devices which are tethered to computers by wires,

thus, incrementally improving the intuitive interface.

Realism of user experience is part of the VGX advantage. Virtual objects must float, fall

and tumble correctly in the sin- ulated gravity or microgravity environment. Rigid objects must

collide with one another and if they normally connect/disconnect or are hinged (e.g. vials with

caps, boxes with lids or scissor:;) then they must interface and move in the same way as their real

counterparts. Additionally, sofl objects, most notably biological tissues and specimens, must

deform realistically when touch_d, cut or allowed to float under simulated microgravity

conditions. Many of these requ:rements for the VGX parallel those already found in surgical

simulation software. Thus, the physically-based processes and interactions between objects

which are needed for the VGX are all accurately modeled using surgical simulation software

tools [6].



All virtual environmentsimulatorsintendedfor training purposes need accurate methods

for measuring user perform_ nce and also for evaluating the quality of skill transfer from virtual

task to real-world task. Human-in-the-loop studies with skilled technicians or astronauts as test

subjects will be used to eval_Iate user performance and task transfer to the real procedures

performed in the LSG mock- up. Many equipment handling and operation tasks in tile LSG are

logically similar to those per "ormed by pilots or air traffic control professionals. Therefore,

human performance modeling systems used by the aerospace industry are also being applied to

the VGX to computationally evaluate LSG procedures and optimize them for experiment success

[7] In this way, a combinatk n of evaluation methods for tile VGX, borrowed fiom both medical

and aerospace industries, will yield optimal LSG procedures and tile best virtual environment

training system for astronauts who will use this equipment aboard the International Space

Station.

CONCLUSIONS

As tile construction phase of the International Space Station nears completion, it will

transition from a habited orbit.il outpost to a fully functional field research station in space.

Many of the most fundamenta biological questions concerning life's ability to adapt and respond

to the space environment are sill unanswered. The Life Sciences Glovebox Facility is a

containment barrier system that will be placed aboard the ISS and used by astronauts while

performing this ground-breakilig biological research in space. The Virtual Glovebox is a new

virtual environment technology, designed to provide a realistic LSG training experience for

astronauts without many of the time-consuming requirements of biology research training using

real mock-ups and specimens.
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TheVGX setsanev_precedentfor high-fidelity virtualenvironmenttraining toolsby

combiningultra-highresolulioncomputergraphicswith magnetictrackingandhaptic feedback

devicesinan immersivedes}:topenvironment.Thisprovidesanunparalleledlevel of realismto

a userwhocanintuitively performexperimentaltasksin areal-timemicrogravityor nominal l-g

simulation. Determiningoperationalefficienciesfor LSG equipment, optimal experimental

design and simulation for training and evaluating operator performance are all VGX applications

that will streamline processes associated wilh performing biology research in space. In this way,

the NASA VGX may advance existing LSG experiment planning, operations, training and task

optimization for astronauts an _1support crews, thus, helping to maximize the scientific return

gained from future biological esearch in space.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. a) Chiaki Naito-Mukai, alternate payload specialist, and astronaut Richard M.

Linnehan, mission specialist, practice during crew training in the General Purpose Work Station

(GPWS). b) Astronaut Pegg} A. Whitson, Expedition Five flight engineer, works near the

Microgravity Science Gloveb :)x (MSG) in the Destiny laboratory on the International Space

Statinn

Figure 2. Engineering model of tile Life Sciences Glovebox Facility (LSG) with air-lock

module attached on the side.

Figure 3. a) Stereoscopoic Display Station diagram and b) prototype Virtual Glovebox system.

Figure 4. Operator reaching u lder the projected screen to see a virtual representation of his

hands and the inside of the glo,'ebox.

Figure 5. 3-D models are crealed fl'om hardware design models, photographs or fiom actual

physical equipment.

Figure 6. Models are created from LSG equipment: a) microscope, b) small-mass-measuring

device, c) plant pollination kit, c) common lab tools.
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